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FISHING BAIT SECRETS FOR CARP AND CATFISH – Food Bait And ESP!

We often think we pretty much know enough to explain nearly
everything; such has been the amazing speed of advances in scientific
discovery. But when it comes to energy and matter even Einstein got many things
wrong and even the greatest scientific minds ever still have not gotten what&rsquo;s
really happening with matter and energy explained, so why should natural carp
food and it&rsquo;s detection really be any different?

Because we are evolving as humans we feel we are at our peak
of knowledge and understanding. But the more we discover just shows what a
tremendous amount there is yet to be learnt. For example, there is the great
debate about the origins of man because there has never been a &lsquo;missing link&rsquo;
found for man which has not been debunked. The fact that gravity (which gets
stronger the nearer to the ground you get), time and are linked may explain
something. Around full moon / new moon many species of fish get caught, often
the bigger specimens. Is it because the moon&rsquo;s electro gravitational influence
effects the power of electrical fields and bio-electrical reactions making food
easier to detect? The truth is out there or we may hold the answers within our
own bodies and brains without even realising it.

Terry Hearn&rsquo;s talents may be more than just the
extraordinary angling prowess which is so obvious. Added to this, an element of
&lsquo;ESP&rsquo; may be closer to the truth than is thought at present among us modern
hunters. It is a fact that most men are able to detect magnetic North &ndash; as
opposed to women. The ancestral use for this ability are obvious. But it may be
that this only indicates the presence of other abilities which can present in
some individuals more than others and become extremely well honed and enhanced
by very long intense practice.

Is it the fact that in fishing, we really do &lsquo;tune-in&rsquo; not
just to the natural rhythms of the scenic environment around us, but even in to
the very bio-energetic activity and state of our &lsquo;prey&rsquo; using abilities latent
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and only brought into action in those people with this ability strongest in
them? Not all men are born equal that is for sure, or we could all run the 100
meters in 10 seconds and average 7 feet tall the height new generations are
heading for. The differences in DNA among humans in the human genome studies
are revealing more significant numbers of differences than were originally
stated and many more are going to be found. So perhaps, DNA is a far greater
factor in landing those little caught or uncaught giants that we dream of.

It is absolutely true that in waters that are fed
considerable quantities of bait which hold very large fish which just seem
never to have been caught, that these natural feeding fish have more of an
abundance of natural food to exploit than would possibly be available without
such additional feeding. This abundance which is converted to energy and
nutrition so much more efficiently than anglers&rsquo; baits seems the key to these
fish&rsquo;s sometimes huge sizes and not necessarily infrequent binge feeds on
anglers&rsquo; baits.

The fact that many of these fish have never been caught on
anglers&rsquo; baits demonstrates the fact that these fish are not the &lsquo;wisest fish
in the lake.&rsquo; Logically it takes the fishes experiences of being hooked, landed
and of having to deal with anglers&rsquo; rigs to deter such fish from eating certain
baits completely. Juvenile fish have a different diet to mature fish, but
obviously in some cases the dietary preferences of some fish remain with algae,
water weeds, insects larvae; daphnia, bloodworm, shrimps, snails, mussels etc,
but perhaps have not developed any further mechanism for detecting other smells
or tastes of alternative food as offered by anglers? Boilies and pellets mostly
take more energy to digest and assimilate than natural foods.

Personally I&rsquo;ve got a feeling that successful baits
developed to tempt those un-caught commons will have much more to do with
actually using the unique characteristics of a bait to attract and concentrate
natural organisms around the hook and exploiting directly those DNA and energy
differences. Some angling inventions exploit electromagnetic energy fields to
attract algae. Aside the nutritional aspects of algal attraction, its
electromagnetic field may well be far more important than is estimated at the
present time... Angler&rsquo;s conventional baits will display a totally different
electromagnetic energy field to natural food. Perhaps turning your hook rig
into a copper wire, nickel hook battery really is a correct step in the right direction,
or even adding magnetite powder or tiny quartz crystals to hook baits? (Salt in
baits has obvious other implications too.)
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Perhaps tiny pulsing neon lights in baits and weights may be
one way forward. I&rsquo;ve often wondered why so-called ufo&rsquo;s have flashing lights
on them. Why would they need them? They don&rsquo;t correspond to our usual aircraft
landing / code lights and anyway, why draw such bright attention to themselves
if they&rsquo;re supposedly cutting-edge secret military &lsquo;black projects?&rsquo; It makes no
sense; anyway maybe there is more to strobing electromagnetic energy than we
realise? Fireflies and many deep water fish have this ability naturally so
maybe it&rsquo;s all about attraction?

Looking at the radar structures on the front of some airplanes reminds me so much of catfish
and carp barbels. You might like to try testing your own electromagnetic field.
Try rubbing your hands together vigorously for a minute and then pressing your
palms together and drawing them apart slowing, bringing them together again and
repeating this. You might a strange coolness or bouncing as if 2 magnets were
acting against each other. Can you feel your &lsquo;force?&rsquo;

By Tim Richardson.

Why not seize this
moment to improve your catches for life with this unique E-books series:

Together, the
Ebooks below will maximise your
catches and bait feed-triggering potential in real fishing
situations, by leveraging details of unique bioactively potent
substances - keeping you ahead of constantly adapting fish instincts and
behaviours, and beating competing anglers' baits to land the warier
fish.
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Your improved deeper practical understanding of bait and its application
secrets will
seriously speed up and enhance your success and give you the biggest
picture as quickly as possible to keep ahead of the crowd big-time!

*SEE
THE
SPECIAL 2 AND 3 EBOOK SERIES DEALS ON A
LIMITED TIME OFFER:

&ldquo;BIG
CARP FLAVOURS FEEDING TRIGGERS AND
CARP SENSES EXPLOITATION SECRETS!&rdquo;

&ldquo;BIG
CARP AND CATFISH BAIT SECRETS!&rdquo;

And
&ldquo;BIG CARP BAIT SECRETS!&rdquo; - the
world-wide proven homemade bait making and readymade bait success
secrets bibles!
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Get all
3
Ebooks on a great deal - see the bottom of the Baitbigfish order page Click Here Now!
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